1) Darwin is buried in a modest grave near his home in Kent, because the Church of England refused to let him be buried in a church cemetery.  
*True or False?*  
**Darwin is buried in Westminster Abbey.**

2) Darwin attended Cambridge University, where today there is a College named for him.  
*True or False?*

3) Darwin married his cousin, from the Wedgewood family of pottery fame. What was her first name?  
*Emma*

4) Alfred Russel Wallace independently came up with the idea of "descent with modification", but originally did not include Darwin's concept of natural selection.  
*True or False?*  
**Wallace also described the process of selection.**

5) From the time of the publication of the Origin of Species until his death, Wallace remained bitter that Darwin received the credit for the theory of evolution.  
*True or False?*  
**Wallace graciously ceded precedence to Darwin.**

6) As a university student, Darwin was so tied to his studies that his father worried about his lack of a social life.  
*True or False?*  
**Darwin loved to party + hunt.**

7) In the Origin of Species, Darwin supports the concept of Lamarckian inheritance (the inheritance of acquired characteristics).  
*True or False?*

8) Darwin used the selective breeding of domesticated plants and animals as evidence that the appearance of species could change dramatically over time. Which domesticated animal did Darwin keep and observe at his home to learn more about the effects of selective breeding?  
*pigeons*
9) Captain Fitzroy of the HMS Beagle became an ardent opponent of Darwin's ideas after the publication of the Origin of Species. Fitzroy appeared during the famous Oxford debate on evolution holding a Bible and imploring the audience to reject Darwin's ideas.

True or False?

10) Darwin's visit to the Galapagos Islands remains his best known stop on the Voyage of the Beagle. But what other islands did he visit during the voyage? (check all that apply)

- [x] Tahiti
- ___ Canary Islands
- ___ Haiti
- [x] Falklands
- ___ Sumatra
- [x] Tasmania
- [x] New Zealand
- ___ Hawaii

11) Which of the following were primary topics of BOOKS written by Darwin? (check all that apply)

- [x] barnacles
- ___ social insects
- [x] orchid pollination
- [x] earthworms
- ___ origin and loss of flight in birds
- ___ dinosaurs

12) Famously reluctant to engage in public debate, Darwin relied on others to defend his work. Who was the vociferous supporter of Darwin nicknamed "Darwin's bulldog"?

Thomas Henry Huxley

13) The word "evolution" is used only twice in the first edition of the Origin of Species. True or False? The word is never used.

14) Ironically, Darwin has no living descendents and so his individual fitness was zero. True or False?

Darwin has many living descendents.